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Stake-out alignments functions in Triumph LS allow to perform stake-out of simple roads or linear features with or without cross-sections based on projects designed beforehand. The system provides for
keying in prepared data, doing simple editing, previewing the entered project and performing actual
stake out.
Alignments are always specified in projected or local CRS (that is, "in meters/feet").

Data Model
An alignment consists of the following elements:
Horizontal Alignment — definition of the alignment centerline (a curve) in horizontal plane, setting correspondence between station value (length along the curve) and (northing, easting) coordinates. The
horizontal alignment has definite start (not necessarily zero) and end station values, and beyond these
endpoints is implicitly extended by straight lines tangent to the curve at endpoints (Figure 1).

Figure 1

Horizontal alignment consists of sections, each section can be:
•
•
•

Straight line — characterized by length and direction (azimuth/bearing)
Circular arc — characterized by radius, start/end direction, arc length
Transition curve — a curve connecting two sections of different curvature (two arcs, or a
straight line and an arc), implemented as clothoid (Euler spiral); is characterized by start/end radius, start direction and curve length.
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A special type of section is starting point, which defines reference point of the alignment (all other sections can be specified by relative position only, making moving of the whole geometry easy).
When the horizontal alignment has been entered, almost each point on horizontal plane can be assigned a pair of coordinates relative to the alignment — station value along the alignment, corresponding to the nearest curve point, and offset across the alignment. Looking in the direction of station value
growth along the alignment, offset is considered positive to the right and negative to the left of the
alignment.
If, for the given plane point, the nearest alignment point is cusp vertex (that is, there is no perpendicular
from the given point to alignment), such point is considered having only corresponding station value and
unsigned distance to the alignment, instead of signed offset.
Vertical Alignment — definition of the alignment centerline elevation, setting it as a function of station
value (length along the horizontal curve). The vertical alignment may be absent at all, or if present, does
not necessarily have endpoints equal to those of the horizontal alignment. Points on horizontal alignment not covered by vertical alignment are, in current implementation, considered to have zero elevation.
Vertical alignment also consists of sections (section endpoints are not related to horizontal section endpoints). Each section can be:
•
•

Slope (straight line) — characterized by horizontal length and constant grade
Parabolic curve — part of parabola defined by horizontal length and grades (vertical angles) at
start and end

Much like horizontal alignment, vertical alignment also starts from special section "Starting point" specifying starting elevation and station value.
Cross-Sections — definitions of alignment geometry in vertical plane perpendicular to the alignment.
Cross-sections can be specified at arbitrary station values along the alignment. Then, at each alignment
point, cross-section is either computed as linear interpolation of nearest previous and nearest next input
cross-sections, or is considered to be equal to the last cross-section, if the point is after the latter on the
alignment. All cross-sections for one alignment have the same number of segments.
Offset Points - arbitrary points, which at time of alignment key-in are specified by station and offset relative to alignment, and converted to actual coordinates at stake points generation time. They can be
used to stake some non-regular elements at or near the alignment.
After the alignment has been entered, it is converted, according to certain rules, into a set of stake
points, which are actually used in staking process. Stake points are assigned station and offset values
and code according to their position along the alignment.

Tutorial — Creating an Alignment
Let us illustrate process of defining an alignment with a simple example. The alignment will contain horizontal & vertical components, symmetrical cross-section with two segments to the left and two to the
right, narrowing and widening back closer to the end of the alignment, and also two offset points (Figure
2).
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Figure 2

Figure 3

Create a new Project. All work with alignment is done within current Page, which must be assigned a
projected or local CRS (e.g. WGS 84 / UTM). Go to Stake-Out/Prepare screen. Tap the Mode button to
switch to the Alignment Points mode (Figure 3).
Tap Create Alignment to create a new alignment.
In the next screen, enter a name for the new alignment (e.g. "Demo" as in the screenshot) and tap Done
(Figure 4).
The Alignment Summary screen appears, containing at the moment no meaningful data except for the
alignment name (Figure 5).

Figure 4

Figure 5

Preview pane to the right will reflect the current (horizontal) shape of the alignment when we enter
one. More advanced preview with vertical alignment and cross-sections is available via the "Preview"
button.
Use the "Info"
button to review summarized statistics about the alignment (like number of sections,
length, area, etc).
Note: Any changes made in alignment editing screens are immediately applied to the current alignment.
Use "Alignment" button to save current alignment under another name.
Entering all four alignment components mentioned at the beginning of the document can be done completely independent, but it is more convenient to enter them in the order displayed - starting from the
horizontal alignment. For each component, left button ("Horizontal", "Vertical", etc) opens editing
screen, and right button ("List") opens list of the existing sections/items (the list button gets enabled
when there is at least one element of the given type).

Creating Horizontal Alignment
Let us start with entering horizontal alignment. Tap the "Horizontal" button to go to the horizontal section editing screen.
www.javad.com
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Figure 6

The screen opens at editing starting point (Figure 6).
Note: When an alignment component (horizontal/vertical alignment, cross-sections, offset points) is
empty, first entering an editing screen implicitly creates an element of the corresponding component,
that is: entering horizontal or vertical alignment editing screen creates Starting Point of the type; entering cross-sections editing screen creates a cross-section and entering offset points editing screen created
an offset point. If it is not what you desire, tap the "Delete" ( ) button to delete the created element
and leave the editing screen.
Station and coordinates are set to zero. Tap "Starting Station" and enter 100 m as start station value, as
"1+00" (Figure 7).

Figure 7

Figure 8

Note: 1. Station format can be set in Settings screen, called from the Alignment Summary screen. You
can choose from "1+000", "10+00" and "1000" formats.
2. Station values can be both positive and negative - use normal "+/-" button on the screen keyboard to
change sign.
Now we have set starting point of the horizontal alignment (Figure 8). We do not alter the point coordinates, they can be easily changed later.
Tap "New Section" button to add first meaningful section. When there is no other data except starting
point, new section is initialized to zero-length straight line pointing northward (at 0°) (Figure 9).
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Figure 9

Figure 10

For our example, we will need a 50 m line at 18° azimuth. Note that to set section length you can either
edit the "Length" field (set it to 50.0 m) or "End station" (set it to 1+50.0 m), the result is completely
equivalent. Also tap "Direction" and set it to 18°, so the result looks as shown in Figure 10.
Note that in the left pane, you see data on the section start point, and in the right pane — data on the
section end point. Start section and start coordinates are always defined by the previous section and
cannot be edited. Editing other fields depends on the context.
As it has been already mentioned, all edited data is saved immediately. Now we can tap the "Preview"
button to go to the Preview screen and look at what we have entered (Figure 11).

Figure 11

Figure 12

The picture is not too rich yet, especially "Vertical Alignment" and "Cross-Section" panels are empty. You
can move around the created section (by pressing and holding screen while moving in the main preview
panel) to see the system showing the corresponding station/offset values (shown in red near the cursor
at the window center) and actual coordinates (shown in blue at bottom right) (Figure 12).
Now tap "Esc" to return to editing horizontal alignment. Tap "New Section" to add a new section to the
end of the alignment. Note that the joint is kept smooth - new section is still a zero-length straight line,
but directed at 18°, that is continuing the previous section. Tap the "Straight Line" button at the top to
change section type. We need a transition spiral to gradually change road curvature, and type is
changed as "Straight" → "Arc" → "Spiral", so tap the type button (now changed to "Circular Arc") once
more to set it to "Transition Spiral". The screen now looks as shown in
Figure 13:
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Figure 13

The "Start Direction" field still shows 18° — we do not need to change this, as we are creating smooth
curve. The "Spiral Type" switch actually defines, which of the spiral's ends has zero curvature (infinite
curvature radius):
•
•
•

TC - "Tangent to Curve" transition: Start Radius is infinite, End Radius is arbitrary finite value
CC - "Curve to Curve" transition (for connecting two arcs of different curvatures): both radii are
finite values
CT - "Curve to Tangent" transition: Start Radius is finite, End Radius is infinite

When the section is first created, the "Spiral Type" is initially set according to the curvature of the previous section - TC if the spiral comes after straight line, and CT if it comes after an arc.
Now we need a 50 m transition curve for right turn with 150 m radius, so enter the corresponding values
in "Length" and "End Radius" fields. Option for right turn direction is checked by default (Figure 14).

Figure 14

Note that you can use the four navigation buttons at the bottom of the screen (acting the same way on
editing screens of all four alignment components) to move between already entered sections:
Go to the first section (starting point)
Go to the previous section
Go to the next section
Go to the last entered section
Regardless of the section currently edited, the "New Section" button always appends a section to the
end of the alignment.
Also, if you need to delete current section or item, tap the "Delete" (

) button.

Tap the "Duplicate" ( ) button if you need to insert a new section at current position (not append to
the end of the alignment). In this case an exact copy of the current section is created (also you may use
"List" screens to rearrange the sections, as will be shown later).
8
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So, now we need to create an arc. Tap "New Section" and click the type button once to change section
to "Circular Arc" (Figure 15).

Figure 15

Once again, note that the system initializes arc radius and start direction with correct values, making the
joint with transition spiral smooth. We only need to edit the arc length — set it to 150 m.
There are three additional instruments for entering arc sections.
The "Arc Calculator" button ( ) switches to the CoGo Arc screen (Figure 16), which can be used to calculate arc length and radius from other arc parameters such as tangent, curvature, middle ordinate, etc.
When you enter necessary values, tap "OK" button to apply computed radius and arc length to current
arc section and return back to editing alignment. Otherwise, tap "Esc" to return to editing alignment
without modifying current arc section.

Figure 16

The "Arc by 3 points" button ( ) switches to the CoGo 3-Points Arc screen (Figure 17), which can be
used to calculate all arc parameters given any point on arc (P2) and arc ending point (P3). Starting arc
point P1 is fixed and grayed out, as it is defined by previous alignment section. After entering P2 and P3
and reviewing resulting arc parameters, tap "OK" to modify current arc section and return back to editing alignment (in this case, arc end coordinates are set to "Locked"). Tap "Esc" to return to editing
alignment without modifying current section.

Figure 17
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The "Chord" button ( ) toggles additional fields for entering arc chord Direction and Length (Figure
18). When chord controls are visible, the exact way of their functioning is determined by "radius lock"
button:
•
•

In "unlocked"
state, arc parameters (including Radius) are defined by Chord Direction,
Chord Length and Start Direction
In "locked"
state, arc parameters (including Start Direction) are defined by Chord Direction,
chord length and Radius

Figure 18

Now, tap "New Section" and change the new section type to create another transition curve, now joining the arc and a straight:

Figure 19

The spiral is already set to "Curve to Tangent transition" type, starting with curvature radius of 150 m
and ending with zero curvature. We only have to change the length to 50 m and finally add another
straight line 100 m long, supplying our horizontal alignment with the fifth section (not counting the
starting point).
Note: the "Close" ( ) button can be used to add a straight section towards the starting point if it is necessary to design a closed figure (e.g. fence). This button is displayed only for the last section, and only
when distance between starting point and endpoint of the last section (mis-closure) is larger than Min.
Stakes Distance (see Staking chapter). Pressing the button brings up a confirmation dialog indicating current mis-closure.
Let us see what we have constructed: tap the "Preview" button. You should see something like shown in
Figure 20.

10
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Figure 20

Small red circles represent stake points to be generated. As each newly created alignment inherits stake
generation options from previous one (more strictly speaking, each time the generation options are
changed, they are saved as default values for future alignments), the spacing between the stakes may
be different depending on what had been done on this device before.
Note: You can always go to Settings screen ( "Settings" button on the Preview screen or "Settings"
button on the Alignment Summary screen) and use "Reset to Defaults" command to revert all settings
(except Station Format) to factory values.
Bottom panels (Vertical Alignment and Cross-Section) are still empty, as we have not entered any corresponding data. The main panel now displays the centerline of the alignment separated by blue ticks
into sections. Each tick is marked with corresponding station value and joint type:
•
•
•
•

BSC = beginning of spiral curve
BC = beginning of curve
EC = end of curve
ESC = end of spiral curve

Red cross in the center of the screen is a cursor. Its coordinates are displayed in the lower right corner of
the panel just above the scale bar. Near the cross, two text lines are shown in red: first contains "station / offset", second - computed elevation under the cursor. As we have not entered any vertical information, this line contains "---".
Tap and drag the screen to move the image under the cursor.
Tap and hold the "Zoom In"
Tap and hold the "Zoom Out"

button to zoom into the area around the cursor.
button to zoom out.

Tap either of the two buttons twice quickly to fit the image into the view.
The "Pan"
button fixes the cursor relative to the scheme and may be used in case you wish to examine thoroughly some cluttered area of a complex alignment without the cursor standing in front at
the center.
The red line connecting cursor with the alignment shows the nearest point of the centerline, i.e. the line
points at the alignment point with the station value of the cursor, and the offset value is the distance
along the red line.
Buttons along the right edge of the screen are as follows:
Toggle display of stake points and text labels
Go to the Settings screen
www.javad.com
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Edit the section of the horizontal alignment nearest to cursor, or start entering horizontal alignment if the latter is empty
Edit the section of the vertical alignment nearest to cursor, or start entering vertical alignment if
the latter is empty
Edit the cross-section nearest to cursor, or create first cross-section
Edit the offset point nearest to cursor, or create first offset point
Finally, let us specify the coordinates of the starting point of the alignment. Tap "Esc" to return to editing screen, then the "To start" button ( ). Tap "Coordinates" field to go to the Select Point Coordinates
screen (Figure 21). Here you can use various means to input the starting point coordinates (note that
elevation coordinate is not used). After editing coordinates, press "OK" to return to the starting point
screen. Now you can again tap "Preview" to go to the Preview screen and with the help of coordinates
indicated at lower right corner verify that the whole alignment has changed its position without changing shape.

Figure 21

Now, let us pass to creating vertical alignment.

Creating Vertical Alignment
Tap the
button on the Preview screen (or go back until you get to the Summary screen and tap the
"Vertical" button) to create Starting Point of the vertical alignment (Figure 22).

Figure 22

Figure 23

The Starting Point of the vertical alignment is characterized by Starting Station and Elevation.
Note: As soon as we have created a starting point for vertical (or horizontal) alignment, the corresponding component is considered to be not empty, even as it has no linear sections.
Tap the "Delete" (
pletely.

12

) button in the Starting Point screen if you need to delete the component com-
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Starting station of vertical alignment does not have to be equal to starting station of horizontal component, but there is not much reason to set it before the start of horizontal alignment, as stake point generation is tied to the horizontal alignment. In our example, vertical starting station is equal to the horizontal one. So, set the Starting Station to "1+00.0", and Elevation to 150.0. As with horizontal alignment, later changing the starting point coordinate (elevation) will shift the whole vertical profile without
deforming it.
Next, we will enter a level line smoothly blending into a slope and back to level.
Like with horizontal alignment, tap the "New Section" button to create first section (see Figure 23).
All we can change here actually are horizontal length (via "Hor. Length" or "End Station" fields) and
slope (directly via "Slope" or indirectly via "End Elevation"). Set the length to 75.0, leave the section level and tap New Section to go on. In the new section created, tap "Straight Line" button to change type
to "Parabolic Curve" (Figure 24).

Figure 24

By default, parabolic curve has "Grade In" (starting slope) and "Grade Out" (ending slope) identical (that
is, forming a straight line) and equal to the ending slope of the previous section.
Note: In current implementation all slopes are defined in percent, i.e. as Δ(vertical)/Δ(horizontal)*100%.
We need to create transition curve for 5% target slope. So, enter "50.0" as horizontal length and "5.0" as
"Grade Out".
Note: You can also enter "End Elevation", and "Grade Out" will be computed automatically (in our example, set "End Elevation" to 151.25 and "Grade Out" will be calculated as 5%). As a parabolic curve
with fixed starting slope and horizontal length has only one degree of freedom, "End Elevation" and
"Grade Out" fields cannot be edited independently.
Now our screen looks as shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25

Figure 26

Tap "New Section" to create straight line, note that slope is automatically set to our desired 5%, and
edit "Hor. Length" to 35.0 (Figure 26).
www.javad.com
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The procedure has become a little bit boring, so let us get familiar with the List screen and create another transition parabola via copy. Tap the "List" button at the upper right corner of the screen.

Figure 27

List screens (Figure 27) for all alignment components function in a similar way. The main table lists
alignment sections, cross-sections or offset points. Alignment section record contains section type and
length; starting point record contains starting station value. Current section (i.e. section which was
edited on the most recent visit to corresponding editing screen) is highlighted.
The following buttons constitute the toolbar:
Append new section (identical to the "New Section" button of the editing screen)
Edit selected section (go to the editing screen)
Create copy of the selected section
Delete selected section
Move selected section down the list
Move selected section up the list
Now, select in the list section "2. Parabolic Curve" and tap the "Copy" (
is created at selected position (Figure 28).

Figure 28

Tap the "Move Down" (

) button. An identical section

Figure 29

) button once to position the curve section properly (Figure 29).

In our case, entering the section directly would have been faster than copying it this way, but this function may be helpful if you need to enter e.g. some horizontal transition spiral with complicated values
more than once.
Tap the "Edit" ( ) button to switch to editing the selected parabolic section. As we need to transition
the alignment into level line, swap the "Grade In" and "Grade Out" field values (by the way, note that
the copying operation does not preserve smoothness of the joints, so the section is copied unaltered)
(Figure 30).
14
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Figure 30

Figure 31

Finally, add last level section 170 m long (Figure 31).
Tap "Preview" to go to the Preview screen (Figure 32).

Figure 32

The picture has changed. First of all, the Vertical Alignment panel is no longer empty. It shows the vertical alignment profile (scaled unevenly, so it best fits both horizontally and vertically). The profile is separated by blue lines denoting section joints. Moving cursor in main (horizontal alignment) panel makes
the red cursor in Vertical Alignment panel move synchronously and vice versa. Red text near the cursor
in Vertical Alignment panel shows station value and elevation at current position.
In the main panel, cursor now displays elevation values (as we have not defined any cross-sections, the
elevation value is the same for all offset values with the same station value). Also, the part of horizontal
alignment which has been assigned a vertical profile, is highlighted with green.

Defining Cross-Sections
Now as the centerline has been entered, it is time to define some cross-sections. The layout we are recreating (depicted in the beginning of the document) contains nearly uniform cross-section along the
whole alignment except for a narrowing closer to the end. We will need to create 5 cross-sections to
implement this, as you will see — without much extra clicks.
All cross-sections for the given alignment have same number of segments, and same codes assigned to
the segments — it is possible to change only distance and slope of the segments. So, list of segments is
entered once for the first cross-section, and minor editing is done afterwards for the cross-sections to
follow.
Switch to cross-section editing screen by pressing the
button on the Preview screen (or go back until
you get to the Summary screen and tap the "Cross-Sections" button). You will see the screen shown in
Figure 33.
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Figure 33

Figure 34

First created cross-section is assigned the station value of the horizontal alignment starting point.
Left and right tables on the screen are used to define respectively left and right (looking in the direction
of station value growth along the alignment) cross-section sides. For cross-sections, the "New CrossSection" and "Copy" ( ) buttons differ in that the former creates a copy of the last entry, while the
latter creates a copy of the entry currently edited.
Note: Regardless of the order in which the cross-sections are entered, they are always sorted by station
value.
First we define a cross-section which will last for the most part of the alignment.
Tap left "Add Segment" ( ) button to add first segment (Figure 34). Current implementation supports
up to 5 segments for each cross-section side.
Codes must have been defined beforehand (pressing the "Code" field switches to screen which supports
only selection of existing codes. To enter new codes, use Tags & Codes commands on Home screen).
Also note that once the segments have been entered, the "Delete Segment" ( ) button deletes the
last segment — there is no way to delete a segment in the middle without deleting segments after it.
The horizontal distance of stakes, corresponding to this segment, from the centerline will be 6 m, slope
will be -2%, and code we will arbitrarily call "Curb" (for the purpose of this tutorial you may, of course,
use any other code including "DefCode"). Enter the values by clicking and editing corresponding table
fields (Figure 35).

Figure 35

Figure 36

Tap left "Add Segment" ( ) button once more to add second segment and set its fields to distance 5
m; slope -60%; code — say, "Ditch" (Figure 36).
Note: The "Distance" field denotes distance from previous segment, not from centerline. So when we
enter segments with distances 6 and 5 m, it means that the second segment is 11 m from the centerline.
Distance of 0 is also a valid value.
16
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Time to look at our progress. Tap the "Preview" button. Now, besides the new sidelines and stake points
displayed near centerline in the main panel, the Cross-Section panel also shows data (as in Vertical
Alignment panel, it is scaled unevenly for best fit) (Figure 37). When cursor in main panel is within the
cross-section, the Cross-Section panel also has cursor with coordinates.
Note two important things: 1. As we now have cross-sections defined, elevation outside the sidelines is
not calculated (cursor in main panel displays the "---" in place of elevation). 2. Elevation displayed next
to cursor in main panel is a sum of elevation along centerline, displayed next to cursor in the Vertical
Alignment panel, and relative elevation across centerline, displayed next to cursor in the Cross-Section
panel.

Figure 37

Tap "Esc" to return to editing the cross-sections.
We will define right side a bit later, and now set up the narrowing. It is denoted by cross-sections equal
to initial one at stations 4+10 and 4+80, and cross-sections with degenerate outer segment at stations
4+30 and 4+60.
So, tap "New Cross-Section" (screen switches to editing the created entry). Set "Station" to 4+10. Tap
"New Cross-Section" once more. Set "Station" to 4+80.
To create two inner cross-sections, tap "New Cross-Section" once again. Set "Station" to 4+30 (position
of the entry in the list changes to "3/4" as the entries are sorted by station value, as it was mentioned
before). Set "Distance" field for the second segment to 0. Tap the "Copy" ( ) button to create copy of
the current (not last) entry. Change "Station" to 4+60.
Tap "Preview" and see that the left side of the alignment is complete (Figure 38).

Figure 38

Figure 39

Tap "Esc" to return to editing screen again.
There is one last step left — tap the "Copy Left to Right" (
section definition to the right side (Figure 39).

) button to copy the whole left side cross-

Tap "Preview" to see that cross-sections definition is complete (Figure 40).
www.javad.com
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Figure 40

Entering Offset Points
If it is necessary to stake some separate points (e.g. lamp posts positions) with known station/offset values relative to the alignment, Offset Points functionality can be used for that. To enter offset points, use
the
button on the Preview screen, or the "Offset Points" button on the Alignment Summary screen.
Entering offset points is straightforward (Figure 41).

Figure 41

Figure 42

Just fill the "Code", "Station" and "Offset" fields, pressing "New Point" or "Copy" ( ) to create each
point. Our two points will have equal code "Post", station value of 1+15, and offset values of +7.5 and 7.5 m respectively, so it is better to use "Copy" button to create the second point and change only offset
value (Figure 42).
As usual, tap "Preview" to see the final layout of our alignment (Figure 43).

Figure 43

Modifying the Alignment
Finally, let us do small editing test. Return to the Alignment Summary screen and tap the "Alignment"
button, which is equivalent to conventional "save as" command. The system suggests a new name for
the alignment (Figure 44).
18
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Figure 44

Tap "Done" to agree with the suggested name. Return to the Summary screen, already with the new
alignment (which is the copy of the one we created). Our "Demo" alignment stays intact, and we can
return to it any time by performing the "Open Alignment" command from the Stake-Out/Prepare
screen.
Tap "Horizontal", pass through all sections and for each arc or spiral section, change "Turn Direction"
from Right to Left. Return to the section 1/5 (Straight Line), edit the "Direction" field so that it says
"118°" instead of "18°" we have set initially.
Tap "Preview" and note that alignment shape have changed as we expected, keeping everything consistent and smooth (Figure 45).

Figure 45

Staking
For staking, the alignment is converted into a sequence of stake points, which are then staked in the
same manner as separate single stake points (except for the "stake here" mode which is described later).

Stake Settings
Before starting the actual staking process, it is necessary to set or review the stake generation settings.
The Settings screen (Figure 46) is called either by the "Settings" button in Alignment Summary screen or
by the "Settings" ( ) button in Preview screen.

www.javad.com
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Figure 46

The "More" button leads to another settings screen (Figure 47).

Figure 47

Let us review settings on both these screens.
"Station Format" and "Snap to Centerline in Stake-Here Mode" are global settings, which influence all
alignments. Changing all other settings affects currently active alignment only, and defaults for alignments to be created in future, but not other already created alignments.
Settings on these screens have the following meaning:
•

Stake Traversal — defines which alignment components become source of stakes, and order in
which these stakes are traversed. Selecting this setting opens the screen as shown in Figure 48.

Figure 48

The following options are available for Stake Traversal:
o

20

Zig-zag — all alignment components are utilized (centerline, cross-section sidelines and
offset points) — sample shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 49

The stakes are passed in the zig-zag manner in station value ascending order, the corresponding trajectory on map is shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50

o

Lane by Lane — same as "Zig-zag", but stakes are sorted by offset and passed in a sort
of spiral: first, the centerline is passed in station ascending order, then first left sideline
in station descending order, then first right sideline in station ascending order, and so
on. Corresponding trajectory on map looks like shown in Figure 51.

Figure 51

o

Centerline Only — only centerline is staked, cross sections and offset points are ignored. The centerline can be offset by the "Offset" value, as shown (for example offset
value of 20 m) in Figure 52.
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Figure 52

Offset Points Only — only offset points are staked, other alignment components are ignored.
Reverse — the stakes generated according to all other options are traversed in reverse order.
Nodes Only — the Stake Intervals setting is ignored, stakes are put only at stations where some
of the alignment components change (at joints between horizontal and vertical alignment sections, at defined cross-sections) and at offset points, like illustrated in Figure 53.
o

•
•

Figure 53

•

Stake Intervals. This button switches to screen which controls generation of intermediate stakes
(this button is disabled if the "Nodes Only" setting is checked, as in this case no intermediate
stakes are generated) as shown in Figure 54:

Figure 54

o

o
o

22

Line Stake Interval — interval between generated points on straight horizontal sections.
Note that point stations are aligned at the interval value multiples, for example if section starts at 0+95, ends at 2+05 and stake interval is 50 m, the stakes for that section
are generated at stations 0+95, 1+00, 1+50, 2+00 and 2+05.
Curve Stake Interval — interval between generated points on circular and spiral horizontal sections. The generation principle is the same as noted for Line Stake Interval.
Max Line Offset — if this option is enabled (checked), its value controls generation of
additional stakes so that on curve horizontal sections, deviation of polyline passing
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through stakes from initial curve is within this limit. Algorithm: each generated pair of
neighbor stake points is checked for distance from the ideal curve, and additional stake
is inserted between them if straight line connecting them is more than Max Line Offset
from the curve; repeated until all connecting lines are close enough to the curve. Thus,
the less the radius of curvature, the more dense are generated stakes.
As an example, compare two illustrations below: in both cases, Line and Curve Stake Intervals are set to 10000 m.
The first one with Max Line Offset disabled is shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55

The second — with Max Line Offset set to 0.05 m is shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56

Max Line V.Offset — the same as Max Line Offset, but for parabolic curves in vertical
alignment.
Stakes Prefix - prefix string added to stake points saved to map, so that they can be easily distinguished from other map objects.
Start Station — if this setting is enabled (checked), its numeric value defines station value to
start generating stakes from. Depending on the "Reverse" setting:
o If "Reverse" is unchecked, it is minimum allowed station value
o If "Reverse" is checked, it is maximum allowed station value
This setting may be used to continue stake process after part of it has been completed before,
or if some alignment part is not reachable.
Below are examples for Start Station set to 1+50:
o

•
•

With "Reverse" unchecked — Figure 57.
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With "Reverse" checked — Figure 58.
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Figure 57

•

Figure 58

Centerline Code — code for stake points generated on the alignment centerline.
Note: This code does not have to be different from cross-section or offset points codes. All stakes
may share the same code, and all stakes may share the same code "DefCode".

•
•

•

•

•

•

Default Elevation - elevation used for stake points generated for pure 2D part of the alignment
(i.e. outside the range of the vertical alignment).
Snap to Centerline in Stake-Here Mode — in "stake here" mode (described below), put target
coordinates of all created stake points to the centerline (i.e. with offset equal to zero). This option should be turned on if you need to stake a "zero-width" line object, and turned off if you actually stake a surface defined by the alignment, and points to stake not necessarily belong to the
alignment centerline.
Station Format — global setting of visual representation of station values. Does not influence
any calculations and affects display only. Available options:
o "1000" — display station as general floating point value, e.g. "4200.0"
o "10+00" — display station as floating point value with last two digits to the left of decimal point separated by a plus, e.g. "42+00.0"
o "1+000" — display station as floating point value with last three digits to the left of decimal point separated by a plus, e.g. "4+200.0"
Max. No. of Stakes — accidental input of too long section or too small stake interval may lead to
generation of so large number of stake points that the system starts responding slow, or to
flooding the map with large quantity of false points. On the other hand, hard limit on the number of stakes may be undesirable in some situations. So, this setting defines the maximum number of generated stake points which may exist at a time for active alignment. Note that this parameter does not limit the total number of objects on a map.
Min. Stakes Distance — more or less complex alignment configuration may lead to generation
of stakes very close to each other (for example, stake point at section joint at 0+99.7 and stake
points produced by interval staking at 1+00.0). There is little or no sense in leaving such stakes
as separate points, so out of stakes which are closer to each other than this threshold, only one
is left (section joint has precedence over interval stake).
Reset to Defaults — this button resets settings for current alignment to factory defaults.

Stake Modes
There are three general stake-out modes, which are switched by the "Mode" button in the StakeOut/Prepare screen:
Stake Points. Alignments are not used in this mode.
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Figure 59

Tap Create Point to create new design point by entering its coordinates manually, copying
from another point in the list, surveying or pointing at needed location on the map (Figure
60).

Figure 60

Tap Select Point to select an existing point from the points list to stake.
Tap Sequence to set up sequence in which existing points are staked and select subset of
points to be staked (Figure 61).

Figure 61

Stake Alignment Points. Stake points are created from current alignment as defined by
the Settings screen called either by the "Settings" button in Alignment Summary screen or
by the "Settings" ( ) button in Preview screen.
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Figure 62

•
•

Create Alignment creates new alignment, as described in this tutorial.
Open Alignment switches to the list of all existing alignments to open, rename or
delete them (Figure 63).

Figure 63

As alignments are stored with projects, use the "Show all" (
alignments available in all projects (Figure 64).

) button to display

Figure 64

•
•

Edit Alignment edits current alignment.
More brings up additional alignment options, which include (Figure 65):

Figure 65

o
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Stake Line — quick set-up alignment to stake straight line connecting
2 points (Figure 66). Define end points and tap Create Alignment to
create a new alignment containing horizontal and vertical components
and switch back to alignment editing.
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Figure 66

o

Stake Polyline — select existing polyline object to create horizontal
and vertical sections from each of the sections constituting it.

Stake Here. This mode also uses current alignment, but a stake point is created each time
a survey point is collected. Station / offset of current position relative to the alignment is
displayed on map, and guide line is shown on the screen pointing at the nearest alignment
centerline point (Figure 67).

Figure 67

Depending on the option Snap to Centerline in Stake-Here Mode, which can be changed
in the Settings screen called either by the "Settings" button in Alignment Summary screen
or by the "Settings" ( ) button in Preview screen, each time the surveyed point is accepted, a new point is created with target coordinates at the alignment centerline if Snap
to Centerline is on, or at the current position otherwise. In the former case, the cut sheet
for the point will contain residual vector both in horizontal and vertical directions between
measured point and centerline. In the latter case, the horizontal target and actual coordinates are equal, and cut sheet contains vertical discrepancy between designed and actual
surface.
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